Caring for Your Coast

Swim near an open lifeguard tower
Nade cerca de un salvavidas

Violators will be cited

- No Alcohol
  17.12.320 LACC
- No Smoking
  17.12.365 LACC
- No Dogs or Other Animals
  17.12.290 LACC
  17.12.300 LACC
- No Overnight Sleeping or Camping
  17.12.260 LACC
  17.12.250 LACC
- No Fireworks
  17.12.400 LACC
- No Fires
  17.12.370 LACC
- No Soliciting or Selling Merchandise
  17.12.340 LACC
- Permit Required for Events/Activities
  17.12.345 LACC
- No Drones
  17.12.425 LACC
- No Motorized Scooters/Bikes
  17.12.230 LACC
- Parking Lots are for Parking Only
  17.12.232 LACC
- No Disturbances
  17.12.310 LACC

Caution – beware of:
- Rip currents • Piers/Pilings • Rocks
- Jetties/Groins • Uneven ocean bottom

Precaución – cuidado con:
- Corrientes marinas • Muelles/Pilotes • Piedras
- Escolleras/Rompeolas • Fondo dispareso
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